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Introduction.

In Kneser's Lehrbuch der Variationsrechnung, § 16, and in Bolza's

Lectures  on  the  Calculus of Variations, § 35, the  transformation  of  the

definite integral

J-.Í,F(x, y, x',y')dt

by a "point transformation,"

x = X(u,v),        y = Y(u,v),

is incidentally considered, and the invariance of the expressions

F,,      F,,      F , ,
F(x  ti  x   t/\ —    **-xy_"'»'^i(x,,y,x,y ) —     i2  — , , —      /2   ,

y        — * y       x

T(x, y, x, y, x", y") = Fxy, - Fyx, + Fx (xy" - x"y),

E(x, y, x, y, x\ y) = F(x,y,x\y) — [xFx,(x,y,x, y')+yFy,(x, y, x, y')] ,

is proved. The object of the present paper is to study this transformation more

in detail, and to derive further invariants which are of importance for the

Calculus of Variations, f

In Chapter I the general definitions concerning invariants of the function

F(x, y, x, y) with respect to point transformations are given, and a process

(which does not essentially differ from the " S-process" of the Calculus of Varia-

tions) is developed, which transforms an absolute invariant again into an abso-

lute invariant.    This permits us to derive from known invariants new invariants.

In Chapter II, after a short discussion of the invariants arising out of the

first variation, a new absolute invariant

T7~, I I II II III III \K(x, y,x,y,x,y,x,y  )

* Presented to the Society April 27, 1907.    Received for publication November 27, 1907.

t See also a paper by G. Landsberg, Krümmungalhcorie und Variationsrechnung, Jahresbe-

richt der Deutschen Mathematiker-Vereinigung, vol. 16, 1907.
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connected with the second variation is obtained by means of the process described

in Chapter I. When the curve for which the invariant K is computed is in

particular an extremal, the invariant K takes the simple form

—     1 F'2     1 F"     F

4 F\     2 Fx     Ff

In Chapter III a transformation of the parameter t of the curve is com-

bined with the point transformation, and by a proper modification of the invari-

ant K a function

K0(x,y,x, y, x", y", x", y")

is obtained which remains invariant not only under every point transformation

but at the same time under every parameter transformation. For the case of

an extremal the expression Fg reduces to

Äo- F2l 2 \ F      2 F2 )y

This leads to an invariantive normal form of the second variation, viz.

In Chapter IV these results are applied to the case of the geodesies, and it is

shown that the invariant F0 is in this case identical with the Gaussian Curva-

ture K; while the general invariant F0 is expressible in terms of 1/p, the

Gaussian curvature of the surface, and of 1/p , the geodesic curvature of the

curve for which the value of F0 is taken, by means of the formula

f   1   1°~ P      2p2-

Finally, the result concerning the second variation is applied to Jacobi's the-

orem on the conjugate points of geodesies on surfaces of negative curvature.

Chapter I.*     General theory of the invariants of the calculus of variations

for the simplest type of problems.

§ 1. Extended point transformations.

We consider a point transformation connecting two systems of rectangular

coordinates,

(1) x = X(u,v),        y = Y(u,v).

* This chapter is based upon a series of lectures given by Professor Bolza in his Seminar in

the Calculus of Variations during the Spring Quarter, 1905, at the University of Chicago.
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For simplicity we suppose that the functions X(u->v)-> Y(u, v) ave analytic

functions of u, v, regular in the domain under consideration. Further we

assume that the Jacobian

v        '       o(u,v)

is different from zero in this domain, thus insuring a one-to-one correspondence

between every sufficiently small part of this domain and its image in the

asy-plane.*    The inverse of the transformation (1) we denote by

(la) u = U(x,y),        v = V(x,y).

We consider now a curve in the uv-n\ane

L:        u = eb(t),        v = >fr(t),

which we suppose to be regular f in a certain interval ( t9, tx ). Let its image in

the xy-vAane be

L,      r*-xr_*(í),*(í)]-*(*).

\y=Y[cb(t),+(t)2=V(t).

Differentiating (2) with respect to t, and denoting derivatives with respect to

t by accents, we obtain

(3) x' = Xuu' + Xvv',        y' = Yuu' + Yvv',

x" = xuy2 + 2x„«v + xvy2 + xy + xy,
(4)

y" = Yuuu'2 + 2F>V + Yvvv'2 + Yuu" + Yvv",

and so on.

The totality of all point transformations (1) form a group, T, which in Lie's

terminology is an infinite, $ continuous group. §    If we combine (1) and (3) and

consider u, v, x, y, not as derivatives of certain functions with respect to t,

but as new variables, the combination (1) and (3) represents an "extended

point-transformation" || between the variables, u, v, u, v,on the one hand, and

the variables x,y,x, y, on the other hand.   It is easily proved that the totality

of transformations (1), (3) forms a group, which we denote by T'.    Similarly

* Osgood, Lehrbuch der Functionenlheorie, vol. 1, p. 56.

11, e., $(t), i>(t) are analytic functions of t, regular in ( f0, tx ), and Y (t), f ( t ) do not

vanish simultaneously in ( t0, i, ).    Compare Kneseb, Lehrbuch der Variations-Rechnung, p. 3.

i "Infinite" inasmuch as the transformation (1) contains the arbitrary functions X(u, v),

Y(u,v).

2 Compare Lie, Die Grundlagen für die Theorie der unendlichen continuirlichen Gruppen, Leip-

ziger Berichte, 1891, p. 316, and Lie-Scheffebs, Conlinuirliche Gruppen, p. 764.

I Compare Lie-Scheffebs, Geometrie der Beruhtungs-Transformalionen, p. 12. It must, how-

ever, be remarked that Lie assumes the curve in the non-parametric form »=/( « ), and accord-

ingly obtains (3) in non-homogeneous form.
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by adjoining further the equations (4) to T', we would obtain a "twice extended

point transformation," and a corresponding group T", and so on.

§ 2. Definition of invariants of the function F(x, y, x , y).

We now apply the group T' to a function F(x, y, x', y). We suppose

that F is an analytic function of its four arguments, regular in the vicinity of

every point

x = a,        y = b,        x = a',        y = 6',

for which (a, 6) lies in a certain region B of the xy-plane, while at the same

time (a , b') + (0, 0). We suppose further that F satisfies the homogeneity

condition of the calculus of variations,* namely,

F(x, y, kx, icy) = kF(x, y, x , y')

for every positive k. Substituting for x, y, x , y their values from (1), (3) in

our function F(x, y, x , y), we obtain

F(x, y, x', y) = F(X, Y, Xuu + AT v , Yuu + !>'),
or

(5) F(x,y,x',y') = G(u,v,u',v),

where G is defined by

G(u, v, u', v) = F(X, Y, Xy + Xy, Yd + Yvv').

From this and the homogeneity condition, it follows at once that

G(U, V, KU, KV') = KG(U, V, U, V)

for every positive k.

From (5) we can compute the partial derivatives of G, for instance,

(6) Gu, = FxiXu + FylYu,        G^F^^+F.Y,
whence

(7) Fx, = ^(YGui-YuGvi),       Fy, = ~(-XGv, + XuGv,).

Following the general method outlined by Lie in his paper Ueber Differential-

Invarianten,^ we now adjoin equations (7) to (1) and (3), considering Fx,, Fy,,

G i, G i as new variables. We obtain then a transformation between the vari-

ables x, y, x , y , Fx,, F,, on the one hand, and u, v, u, v , Gu,, Gv,, on the

other. The totality of these transformations corresponding to the totality of

point transformations (1) form a group T'x.

* Compare Kneseb, Lehrbuch der Variationsrechnung, \ 3; Bolz A, Lectures on the Calculus of

Variations, § 24 6.

fMathematische Annalen, vol. 24 (1884), p. 537 ft*., and in particular p. 569.
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We might also extend T'x by adjoining the solutions Fx, Fy of the equations

Gu = FxXa + Fy Yu + Fx,(Xuy + Xuvv) + Fy,(Yuuu' + Yavv),

G, - K*. + Fy Yv + Fx,(Xuy + Xvvv) + Fy,(Yuvu' + Yvvv),

and still further by adjoining equations for the second partial derivatives of

F and G, and so on. In this manner we should finally get an infinite con-

tinuous group Fjjf, whose transformations connect x, y, x, y, ■••, a/*5, yM,

Fx, Fy, Fxi, Fy,, .-., Fy,(.m) with u, v, u', v, ■■-, *>>, tr»,

Gu, Gv, Gui, Gvi, •••, Gv,(.m) where m is the order of the highest partial

derivative of F and G.

We next define Invariants under these infinite continuous groups as follows.

Let IF(x, y, x , y , x", y", • •-, x^', tf^) he a function of the arguments indi-

cated, and of F and its partial derivatives up to those of the m-th order. Further

let IG(u, v, u, v, u", v", • • •) be the same function of u, v, u, v, u", v", • ■ •, u(li\ v(,L\

and of G and its partial derivatives up to those of the m-th order. Then if

IG(u, v, u, v, • ■ •) = IF(x, y, x, y, ■ • ■) for every transformation of the group

F^f, we say IF is an absolute Invariant * under T^. We call IF an Invariant

of Index p if I0(u,v,u, v, ■ ■ • ) = DfIF(x, y, x, y',- ■ •), where

D_d(X,T)
d(u, v)

Furthermore call p, which is the highest order of the derivatives with respect to

t occurring in IF, the order of the invariant, and the highest order, m, of the

partial derivatives of F, which occurs in IF, the class of the invariant. As

examples, we mention

(8) Gx(u, v, u', v) = D2Fx(x, y, x, y')f

of class 2, order 1, index 2, and

(9) Ta(u,v,u, v. u", v") = DTF(x,y,x, y, x", y")

of class 2, order 2, index 1, where

ET ET ET C C C

*' = ~Y--Vtf-y*> ^-~V2'--fivT-^~'

TF = Fxy, - Fyx, + Fx(x'y" - x'y),        TG = Gm, - Gvu, + Gx ( u'v" - u"v),

thus showing the invariance of the so-called Legendre and Euler conditions

of the calculus of variations under extended point transformations.

* " Differential Invariant " in Lie's terminology.

t Bolza, loc. cit., p. 183.
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§ 3. Invariants with several sets of cogredient variables.

We now introduce a second series of variables

*, y, x , y , ■■■,        u, v, u , v , ••■

cogredient with

«', y\ x", y", ■■-,        u, v, u", v", ■■■,

that is, connected by the same transformations,

(io) x = xy + xy,     y= ry + ry,

and so on. We thus obtain a further extension of our group and correspond-

ing invariants of F, with two sets of cogredient variables, satisfying for all

transformations of the group the equation,

IG(u, v, u, v, ■••, u, v, ■■■) = D"IF(x, y, x, y, ■•-, x\ y, ■■■).

An example* of such an invariant is

xFx,(x, y, x, y) + yFy,(x, y, x, y),

for which

(11)     uGa,(u, v, u, v')+vGv,(u, v, u, v')=xFx,(x, y, x, y')+yFy(x, y, x, y),

as may be verified at once by means of (6) and (10).

From (11) it follows at once that the Weierstrass E-iunction

EF(x, y, x, y, x\ y) = F(x, y, x\ y) — [xFx(x, y, x, y) + yFy,(x, y, x, j/')]

is an absolute invariant, i. e.,

EG(u, v, u, v, u, v) = EF(x, y, x, y, x\ y).

Invariants of this kind also occur when we consider two curves,

L:      x = x(t),      y = y(t),

and

L:        x=x(t),        y = y(r).

At the point of intersection P we have

x = x,      y = y,

and if we put at P

,     dx ,     dy ,     dx ,     dy
X=~dt' y=lt' Xz=dT' V =dr~*

equation (11) shows that the condition of trans ver sali ty of L and L is preserved

in passing from the xy-plane to the «w-plane.

Another invariant of this kind is the expression x'y — xy', for which

*Bolza, loo. cit., p. 183, eq. 28.
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(12) (u'v — uv) = D~l(x'y — xy).

This last example has an important application in the calculus of variations.

When we consider a set of curves in the wu-plane

u = u(t,a),        v = v(t,a),

then the corresponding set in the xy-plane is

(13) x = x(t, a),        y = y(t,a),

where

x(t, a) = X[u(t, a), v(t, a)] ,        y(t, a) = Y[u(t, a), v(t, a)].

Hence,
dx _ dX du     dX ôv

dt ~ ~dü dt + dv~ Wt '

dx _dXdu     dXdv

da ~ du da      dv da '

dy     dYdu     dY dv dy     dY du     dY dv
+dt      du dt       dv dt ' da      du da      dv  da '+

The variables
dx

dt'

,   dy

y=c~v
du dv

dV dt'

are therefore cogredient with

dx
x =

y=da>

du
u =

da'        y ~ da'        " ~da"

and consequently from (12) the Jacobian

v       '     d(t, a)

is an invariant of index — 1 ; i. e.,

à(u,v) = D x d(x,y)

d(t, a) d(t, a)'

v =
ov

da'
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If, in particular, the set of curves (13) is the set of extremals through a fixed

point P0, then the equation

A(i,a0) = 0

furnishes the conjugate * point P'0 to F0 on the particular extremal a=a0.

But on account of (9) the image of the extremals in the ww-plane is the set of

extremals through the image Qg of P0.

It follows, since A is invariant, that the conjugate Q'0 of Q0 on the extremal

a = es0 in the uv-plane, is the image of the point P'0. In other words, the con-

jugate of the image is the image of the conjugate.^

Another result from (12) is as follows : If IF(x, y,x',y',---)hean invariant

of index p, then
(x'y —xy'ylF(x,y,x, y ■ ■ ■)

is an absolute invariant. For instance, Fx(x'y — xy')2 is an absolute invari-

ant, according to (8).

The following lemma will be of importance :

From every invariant which contains only the variables x~, y of the second

set, and which is, moreover, homogeneous in x\ y, an invariant with only one

set of variables can be derived by replacing x, y~ by F,, — Fx,, respectively.

Proof.    From (7) we have

D(Fy,) = (G,)Xu + (-Gu,)Xv, D(-Fx,) = (Gv,)Yu + (-Gu,)Yv.

Hence the equations (10) are satisfied by

d=Gvi,        v=-Gui,        ¿ = DFy„        y^-DF,,.

If, therefore,

Ie(u, v, u, v, ■•-, u, v ) = D"IF(x, y, x', y , ■••, x\ y),

for all transformations of the group under consideration, then we have in par-

ticular,

IG(u, v, u, v, ..., Gvi, -Gui) = D"IF(x, y, x', y',.--, DFy„ -DFX,).

If, furthermore, / is homogeneous in x", y of degree m, then

IG(u,v,u',v, ■■■, Gv,,-Gu,) = D»+mIF(x,y,x',y', ■■-,Fy,, -Fx,),

and / is an invariant with only one set of variables. The index is increased by

the degree m of the homogeneity of i" in ,rx, y .

§4. Methods for the construction of invariants.

For the determination of all invariants of a given group Tfy one might use

the general method developed by Lie in his paper Ueber Differential-Invari-

*Bolza, loo. cit., p. 63.

t First given by A. L. Undebhill in a paper before the Chicago Section, April, 1905.
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anten,* which reduces the problem to the solution of a complete system of linear

partial differential equations, f The application of this method to the present

problem becomes, however, very complicated on account of the great number of

adjoined variables. We therefore employ different methods, which lead more

directly to those invariants which are of paramount importance in the calculus

of variations.

The simplest of these invariants have been used already as examples in the

preceding sections.    They are the functions

F(x,y,x',y),     xFx,(x, y, x, y') + y Fy,(x, y, x, y),     Fx(x, y, x',y),

T(x,y,x',y',x",y"),        E(x, y, x, y, x\ y),        A(t,a).

In order to obtain further invariants, we now develop methods for the deriva-

tion of invariants from already known invariants. We denote by IF(x, y, x',

y, • • •) an absolute invariant under T\ff, so that

(14) IG(u, v, u', v, •••) = IF(x, y, x,y, •••)

for every transformation of T[f^.

a)  The method of differentiation

Consider now m, is as functions of t, and w(t), ?/*' as their k-th derivatives

with respect to t. Then x, y will be functions of t determined by (2), and simi-

larly their derivatives as', y, x", y", ■ • • by (3), (4) and the successive derived

equations. The equation (14) becomes then an identity in t, and it may be

differentiated with respect to t.    We have

(15)

i. e.,

(16)

dIG     dIF

Ht"= =~dt"'

SIG  ,_, dIG        dIG dl6

-dffU+^vV+^dU +-dVv+--'

dIF       dIF       dIF „    dip „

=-dx-x+-dyy + Mx + wy +

where it will be remembered that IF is a function of x,y,x,y, • • • and of F

and some of its partial derivatives which are themselves functions of x, y, x, y.

Equation (16) appears at first as an identity in t. But it holds for any func-

tions m, v having derivatives of sufficiently high order. Let u0, vQ, u'0, v'0, u"ü, i/¿, • • •

be an arbitrary system of values of the variables u, v, u, v, u", v", • • •, and

»o' ^o' x'o> yó' x'ot y'o'' - • • the corresponding values oíx,y,x, y', x", y", ■ ■ ■ ob-

*Mathematisohe Annalen, vol. 24 (1884), p. 537.

fThis method was used by Zobawski for the geodesic problem ; Acta Mathematica, vol.

16 (1892), p. 1.
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tained by the transformations (1), (3), (4), and so on. Then in order to show

that (16) holds for this arbitrarily chosen system of values, we choose for the

functions u(t), v(t) which we substitute in (15),

, t        „t2 , At*

«(«) - Mo + Mo fi + Mo 21 + • • • + uo   ff\ '

I t     „t2 , JM
v(t) = v0 + v0 ̂  + v0 g] + ■ • • + «T^t,

and put after the differentiation t = 0. The right side of (16) is therefore a

new absolute invariant, whose class and order are each one unit higher than

that of Ip, and it accordingly corresponds to a further extended group. Thus

we obtain from the absolute invariant,

I=F=x'Fx, + y'F/

of order 1 and class 1, the new absolute invariant

x'Fx + y'Fy + x"Fx> + y"Fy,

which is of order 2 and class 2.

6) The S-process.

We suppose now that the functions u(t), v(t) considered under (a) depend

upon a parameter e. Then equation (14) is an identity in t and e, and we

may therefore differentiate it with respect to e,

ôIG_dIp

de - de '

i. e., if we denote differentiation with respect to e by a dot,

nr7,dIo.     die.   ,8Ig.,, SIeb' dip.     dip       dip       dip
(-11^u + wv + ddu + 'dfr+---='dfcx + ^vv + dx^x+wy+''''

This equation appears again at first as an identity in t, e. But since u(t, e),

v(t, e) are arbitrary, (17) remains true for all systems of values of

u, v, u, v, ■■ ■,        ù, v, u,v, ■ ■ •,

on the one hand, and of

x, y, x, y, •■-,        x, y, x, y, •••,

on the other hand, which are connected by (1), (3), (4) and so on, and also by the

following relations obtained from (1), (2), (4) by differentiation with respect to e :

*BoLZA, Lectures, p. 120, eq. 9.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 28
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x = Xuù + XJ),        y = YJi + Yfb,

x = xuuùu + xuv(ûv + üb) + xmvv + xy + xy,

y = Fmùu + Ym(ùv + u'i)) + Ymvv + Ynu + Yvv.

The proof of this last statement is entirely analogous to the corresponding

proof given under (a). The right hand side of (17) is therefore an absolute

invariant under a further extended group obtained by means of these last equa-

tions by adjoining the new variables x, y, x, y, ■••.

Our process transforms therefore an absolute invariant into an absolute

invariant, tinder a further extended group. We shall call this process the

" ¿"-process," because it is essentially identical with the S-process of the calculus

of variations, * and we shall use, in the sequel, the symbol S to indicate the

first order term of an expansion with respect to a parameter e.    Thus

Up = IFe = -^ e.

Similarly

s        •       ôx s < ô2x
ox = xe = 3- e, ox = x e = ^-=- e,

de   ' dedt

and so on.

If we have found by the " S-process " an absolute invariant with respect to

the group extended by the adjunction of

.    .    • /   • /

we may apply the process a second time, and thus obtain a new absolute invari-

ant with respect to the group obtained by adjoining the higher derivatives with

respect to e,

®i Vt * , y , • • ••

Numerous examples of this process will occur in the next chapter.

Chapter II.    Invariants under extended point transformations.

§ 5.  The invariants arising from the first variation.

We apply the general principles of Chapter I to the invariants connected

with the first and second variations of

F(x,y,x',y')dt.
«0

The starting point is the fact that F is an absolute invariant (cf. (5)) for the

*Bolza, Lectures, § 4c.    If we put after the differentiation c = 0, and then multiply by e,

we obtain exactly the ¿-process of the calculus of variations.
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group of extended transformations (1), (3) ; whence it follows by § 4 that SF

and ¿^i^are also absolute invariants under the same group. We shall be able

to break up each of these into invariants which are directly connected with the

minimizing of I.

The first variation of F may be thrown into the two forms *

8F=Bx{Fx-ltFx) + By^Fy-§tFy)+^(Fx,Bx + Fy,By)

= Tw + ^(Fx,Sx + Fy,8y),

where

w = y'Sx— x'Sy.

Since Sx and By are cogredient with x" and y, it follows from (11) that

Fx,8x+Fy,8y

is an absolute invariant ; and also, by § 4a, its derivative with respect to t.

Hence it follows, since BF is an absolute invariant, that Tw must also be an

absolute invariant under the extended group of transformations (1), (3). We

define Bx F and S2 F by the equations

(is)      v-*^- - í'-) + *y{F--7tF<) = *■"

82F=8xFx, + 8yFyi,

Bx F and S2 F each being an absolute invariant.

§6. FirstformofB(8xF).

The work will be similar to the Weierstrass transformation of the second

variation,! but will be more general inasmuch as we do not assume, as Weier-

strass does, that the second variation is computed along an extremal. We

define

L = Fxx,-y'y"Fx,    M= \[Fxy,+ Fyx,+Fx(x'y" + x"y')],    N= Fyy,-x'x" Fx,

whence it follows that

Lx +My'=Fx-\ Ty',        Mx' + Ny' = Fy + \ Tx.

With Weierstrass we set

L = F  - — - v"2F
1     ***      dt      y     »'

*Bolza, loo. cit., I 25a.

tBoLZA, loc. cit., §27a.
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whence

(20) Lx x + Mxy' = \ T'y ,        Mxx+Nxy'=-Ï T'x.

If the " 8-process" is applied to the first form of SXF, this form becomes, after

reduction,

(21) 8(8XF) = T8w - wjf(Fxw) + Lx8x2 + 2Mx8x8y + Ifx8y2.

§7.  Second form of 8(8XF).

In order to apply more conveniently the subscript notation we will place

FX = H.

From the definition (14a) of H follow the equations :

F,, = y'2H ,        F,, = - x'y'H ,        F,, = x'2H ,
xxx H x ' xy x &       x ' y y x x '

F,,=y2H,        F,,-.-x'y'H,        F,,=xlH.
x'x'y ¡> y ' x'y-y ¡)       y ' y'y y y

Futhermore H is positively homogeneous of degree — 3 in x and y, i. e.,

Hx,x+Hy,y = -oH.

Making use of these relations and applying the " S-process " to the second form

of 8X F in (18), we obtain

(22) 8(8xF) = w\A8x+B8y-jt(w'H)\ + T8w,

where

(23) A=Tx + ^dt(Hy"),        B = Ty-^(Hx").

A comparison of (21) and (22) then gives

(24) Lx 8x2 + 2MX 8x8y + Nx 8y2 = w (A8x + B8y).

§ 8.  The absolute invariant <I>(x, y, x, y, x", y", x", y", 8x, 8y).

The absolute invariant 8(8XF) contains the variations 8x, 8y, 8x', 8y, 8x",

8y". The next step is to split 8(8XF) into an aggregate of absolute invariants,

one of which contains only the variations 8x and 8y, and these homogeneously.

Then by § 3 we shall derive an invariant with only one set of variables, i. e.,

not containing any S's.
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For this purpose we first introduce in 8(8XF) of § 7 the absolute invariant

a> defined by the equation co = wff*, and assume H +- 0 along the curve con-

sidered.    It follows after reduction that

xt*w\      TK         T     d (Hx,8x+Hy,8y\
è(8xE) = :m8co-m<»fft{-h-)-»"

,_., T     VHx8x + Hy8y d (Hx,\ d IHyi\]

/ TT'2      TT"\

+ w(A8x+B8y)-co2^m2-m).

Since T and H are invariants of index — 1 and + 2 respectively, and since

oí, and therefore co" and 8a> are absolute invariants, it can be shown that each of

the first three terms of 8(8XF) is itself an absolute invariant.

On account of the fact that 8(8XF) is an absolute invariant itself, we obtain

the following absolute invariant under the extended group (1), (3), which con-

tains only the variations 8x and 8y, and these linearly and homogeneously :

<Sf(x,y,x',y, x", y", x", y", 8x,8y)

1  TV    Hx8x + Hy8y t  g   d(Hx\ d ( Fy,\l
(26a) =2ZT*L-H- +Sxdt{w) + Bydt{ll)\

1 / TT'2      TT"\
+ Wi(A8x + B8y)-m{m2-my

Writh the help of (24) this may be written

cocî>(x,y,x', y', x", y", x", y'", 8x, 8y)

lTcoT    Hx8x + Hy8y ,  g   d (Hx,\ d f Hy,Y]
(266) =2BTï[-H-+ 8xdt{w) + Sydt{-ir)\

+ LxSx2 + 2Mx8x8y + Nx8y2 -o>2(
H'*     H" >

UP~2H t

§ 9.  The absolute invariant F(x, y, x', y', x", y", x", y"')-

The absolute invariant <ï> is homogeneously linear in 8x, 8y, these latter vari-

ables being cogredient with x , y. Therefore we obtain by § 3 an invariant of

index 1, if in <ï> we replace 8x and 8y by F, and — Fx, respectively. In order

to obtain an absolute invariant, we divide by H^ and denote the final result by

— FF.    We have then the following theorem :

Theorem. The function F(x, y, x, y') possesses with respect to the point

transformation

x = X(u,v),        y=Y(u,v),
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and its extensions, the following absolute invariant :

1 / TT'1      1 TT"\
K(x, y, x, y, x", y", x", y")-FH^AFv' ~ BF*') + \4By~ 2~h)

K!§-í(§)M§-í(£)l}
(27a)

~2FH\

This invariant may also be written in the following form :

K(x, y, x, y', x", y", x", y") - -jjg[LXF2 - 2MxFx,Fy. + XXF2]

(276)
(H_*_    1FT\_1   TV ¡Bf    dLIH\\ \H\    d/Fxn

+ \4H2    2H)    2FHI    ^'[ H~dt\H /J+   *'j H~dt\H )\\

Up to this point the curve

X = x(t), y = y(t),

for which K is computed and to which the differentiations with respect to t refer,

has been entirely arbitrary. K will simplify considerably when this curve is

an extremal. In this case T = 0, and as a result the right hand members of

(20) are zero, and hence we may write with Weierstrass

A = y'2F2,        Mx = - xy'F2,        Nx = x'2F2.

The substitution of these in (276) leads to the following result :

Corollary.    For the special case of an extremal the invariant K takes the

form
—    IF'2    IF"     F2

(28a) ^^IFl-^-Ff

where Fx, F2 have the same meaning as in the Weierstrass theory, and the

stroke indicates, here and hereafter, that F refers to an extremal.

Had we used (27a), F would appear in the form

—     IF'2     IF"     AFi — BF,
f9Rh\ TT — - tjL      Z ZJL v *
(Mb) K~4F\~2FX-FFX

By comparing these last two equations a new expression for the Weierstrass

function F2 is found, viz.:

(29) F2 = ~(Fy,Ä-FxiB),

where Ä and B are the values of A, B along an extremal.
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Chapter III.    Invariants under combined parameter and extended point

transformations.    A normal form ofo2!.

§ 10. Invariants with respect to parameter transformations.

The principal object of the present chapter is to derive from the invariant K

another invariant F0, which will remain invariant not only under every point

transformation but also under every parameter transformation.    Let

(30) t = X(r),

be an admissible parameter transformation,* and t = 6(t) the inverse trans-

formation.    For brevity set

where \ > 0, and denote by ob the transform of a function ef> ( t) by means of (30).

We are easily led to the following results:

F=XF,       Fdt = Fdr,       F=\-SB?,        T=T.

We define I(x, y, x , y , x", y", • • •) as an absolute invariant with respect

to the parameter transformation (30), if it satisfies

I(x,y,x',y, ■••) = I(x,y,x, y , ■■■),

or 1= I, for all systems of the arguments connected by the relations :

x = x, 2/ = y,

x' = ~Kx, y=\y',

x" = \2x" + \'x,        y = \2y" + \'y',

where \ > 0.

If the functions x(t),y(t) depend upon a parameter e, whereas x(T) °¿ (80)

is independent of e, one finds at once that

8x = 8x,        8y = 8y,

where the operator 8 is again equivalent to e ■ djde.

Then more generally, if I(x,y,x',y , • ■•) be an absolute invariant with

respect to parameter transformation, the equation 1=1 becomes an identity in

e and t, if we substitute in the left hand side t = x(T)>    Hence

81= 8Ï;

i. e., the " 8-process " transforms every absolute invariant with respect to param-

eter transformations again into an absolute invariant.

*Bolza, loo. oit., § 24a.
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It follows that

w = \w,        a = X~i co,

where
co = wffl.

§ 11.   Combined point and parameter transformation.

To a curve

L:       x = x(t),       y = y(t),

we now apply first the point transformation (la) and then the parameter trans-

formation (30), or vice versa, since they are commutable. As a result of the

relations found in § 2 and § 10, we find

F(x, y, x',y') = G(u,v, u, v') = \G(u, v, u, v),

Fx(x, y, x', y) = D~2Gx(u, v, u, v) = D-2\-*Gx(u, v, u, v),

TF(x,y, x', y, x", y") = D1 TG(u,v, u, v, u", v") = D~>TG(ü,v, u, v, u, v"),

O) ■■ \~i CO ,

where
o = (v'8ü — u8v) ■ { H(u, v, u, w')}*•

From these last results it follows that the functions

T
(31) 8=TpfF~v

(32) V=coF*,

are absolute invariants under the application of combined point and parameter

transformations.

§ 12.  The absolute invariant ®0(%, y, x, y, x", y", x", y", 8x, 8y).

Our starting point is the fact that wT/Fia an absolute invariant under the

combined group, and that when the "¿"-process " is applied to this expression, we

again obtain an absolute invariant which in turn may be broken up into several

separate absolute invariants.    We may write

b(^\ = 8(VS) = 88V+ V88,

and will fix our attention on 88, which is an absolute invariant since 8, V, and

8 V are absolute invariants.    This has the form

«9     8Í    T    \      ?(ST    1Sff    UF\
ss=b\mFi) = kyr-2H-2iF)'
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Since 8 is an absolute invariant and since \ is independent of e, it follows that

8F/F is an absolute invariant, and we are led to the following expression as an

absolute invariant under the combined group :

8T    18H~T~2H = ±[A8x+ B8y-!!*{»" +co (^2-±Ç)}]

1 VHx8x + Hy8y     Hx,8x' + Hy,8y'-\
2[ if + H J

Next we notice that if / is an absolute invariant under the combined group

then so is
1_ dl
F~dt'

Setting

(33) FT = V^      Fv'i = V2'

in which Vx and V2 ave each absolute invariants, we may write

8T     8H     1 , ..        _. x        V   VF"     SE'2!
~T ~ 2H = T (ASx + BSy) + 2SF2 [^ * 2 F* J

f-^VVH^     1/T'-|     1 Sx d VFHx, ~1 _ IV Hx 8x + Fy8y~l

~ F2 8\_4H2~ 2~H \ +2 Fdt\_  H   J — 2L H J

,zh^\FHy.-\      V2      1    dVF(Hx,8x + Hy,8y)l
+ 2 F dtl  H  \~ 8 ~2F dtl H J"

Since H is homogeneous in x, y of order 3, it follows that the last term and

also the next to the last term are absolute invariants. Hence the remaining

terms multiplied by 8, constitute an absolute invariant under the combined

group.    Denoting it by 4>0 we obtain

í>0(x, y, x, y, x", y", x", y", 8x,8y)= F8x + Q8y

3 F'2

in which

JL\F1     ?Z_J     J^r_     ztzZI
+ 2F2[fF~~2 F2 \~ F2l4ff2~ 2 H \

A4      SB^     S^dVFHxr\
F~   T ~ 2 H + 2Fdt\_   H  y

8B     S Hy      8  dVFHy,-\
V-  T        2 H^ 2F dt I   H  J *

A and B have the meanings given in (23), and 8 is defined by (31).
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§ 13.  The absolute invariant F0(x, y, x, y, x", y", x", y").

The absolute invariant <ï>0 under the combined group is homogeneous and

linear in 8x and 8y, and these variables are cogredient with x , y . Since the

parameter part of the group introduces only powers of X, and since in the cogre-

dient variables no such factors are possible, we can apply § 3 and get an invariant

of index 1 if in 4>0 we replace Sx and 8y by F, and — Fx, respectively. In

order to obtain an absolute invariant we multiply by l/F^F* and denote the

result by — F0. Noticing that V= coF* becomes by this substitution F*H*,

we obtain thus the theorem :

Theorem. The function F(x, y, x , y) possesses with respect to the

extended point transformation

x = X(u,v),        y=Y(u,v),

and the parameter transformation t = x (T ) ¿6e following absolute invariant :

TS~ / I I II II III III \
F0(x,y,x ,y ,x ,y,x  ,y  )

l[r/ .,     1{F"     SF'2Y]
(34) =p2yF(x,y,x,y,x,y,x  ,y  ) ~ 2\~F ~ 2F~^ ) \

T   VII^i-HiF^

where F is given by (27a).

As before in § 9, so here in this chapter we have used as yet a general curve

X = x(t), y = y(t),

for which F0 has been computed, and to which the differentiation with respect

to t referred.    In case the curve is an extremal along which T= 0 the formula

(34) becomes

-      1 VIF'2    1F'X      F2    IF"     SF12!

(35) F° = F214f\~2 ~Fx~Fx~2^F+4F~2y

§ 14.   Computation of F0 for Knesefs curvilinear coordinates.

We suppose that the u, v introduced by (la) instead of x, y are Kneser's

curvilinear coordinates ; * in other words, the curves v = c ave extremals for

the integral

T = I    G(u, v, u, v')dt,

while the curves u = c are the transversals of  this set of extremals.    The

function G(u,v,u',v) has the following characteristic properties:!

G(u,v,u',0) = u,        Gu,(u,v,u',0) = l,        Gv,(u,v,u',0) = 0.

*Kneseb, loo. oit., i 16 ; Bolza, loo. oit., \ 35 6, c.

f Bolz a, loc. oit., p. 185.
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We propose to compute FQ.    The arguments of the functions G, Gx, G2 are

u = u(t),        v = c,        u = u'(t),        v' = v'(t) = Q,

and one can easily compute the values

L = Q,        M=0,        N=-uu"Gx.

But since F0 is an absolute invariant under the combined group, we may choose

the parameter t on the extremal is = c at pleasure. We select u = ± t according

as u increases or decreases with t.    Then also

A^=0,
and from (19)

Lx = Mx = Nx = 0,
so that

£2 = o.
Further

G = u'=±l,       G'=Q,       G"=0.
Finally if we put

Gx(u, v, ±1, 0) = h(h, v),
then

G'X = ±K,        G'x'=±huu,

and substituting these values in (35) we have the following theorem :

Theorem.     For Kneser's normal form of the integral I the  absolute

invariant FQ takes the following form,

i ¿yvh
(36) F0=-

where h(u, v) = Gx(u, v, ± 1, 0).

Yh Su2 '

§ 15. An invariantive normal form of the second variation.

We restrict now our problem by supposing the end points to be fixed.   Then

the second variation computed along an extremal of

1= |   F(x,y,x',y')i

^w8Tdt.= r
By using the results of §§ 7, 8, 9 this may be transformed into

¥T=- \o>(co" + Ko>)dt,

and then, by introducing V as defined in (32), into
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S2T= - CfV( V2 + F0 V) dt.

In case a change of variable is made by means of

a=  j Fdt,

where to t0 and tx correspond a0 and ax, we find

_ r^fd2V     —    \"--X(76F + *ir)ra-

Integrating the first term by parts, and recalling that V by definition vanishes for

a0 and ax, we have the result :

When Fx is positive along the extremal under consideration, the second

variation of

/== f F(x,y,x',y')dt

may be reduced to the invariantive normal form

<87) "-f [(£)'-*•"]*•
in which

V=eoFi,       a=  (Fdt,
Jt0

and F0 is the invariant defined in § 13.

As a result of this form the following corollary may at once be stated :

Corollary.    In caae F0<0 along the extremal we have 82JT> 0.

Chapter IV.    Application to the geodesic problem.

§16.

The function F(x, y, as', y) for the geodesic problem has the form

F(x,y,x',y')= ^Sx'2.+ 2&x'y + §y'2,

where S, ef, § are the well-known functions of x and y only, used in surface

theory.    The functions H, Fx and T have the following values :

s§ — &* r
(38)     Fx = -,— ¿,        T= -.— .,,

(Vsx2 + 2SFx'y + §y'2 ) {VSx'2 + 2êFx'y' + §y'2 )
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where

T = (S§-éF2)(x'y"-x"y)

+ (Sx'+ êFy) [(êFx- \Sy)x + §xx'y + J^y'2]

-(9tt + §y') [\èxx2 + Syx'y' + (&y- l§f)y'2].

a)  The invariant 8.

In the case of a geodesic the absolute invariant

T
S = LTWi

is identical with the geodesic curvature.*

6)  The invariant F9.

Since F0 is an absolute invariant for point as well as parameter transforma-

tions, we select the Gaussian normal form

ds2 = du2 + m2dv2,

in which u, v ave geodesic parallel coordinates, and take for t the arc of the

curve on the surface, so that

G = vV + m2v'2 = 1.

Since this system of coordinates is identical for the geodesic problem with the

Kneser coordinates in § 14, we may use the results there found.

From (38) it follows that

Gx = m2,

and by using (36), that

K = -±~
0 m du2

Accordingly we have the result :

In the case of the geodesic problem the absolute invariant Fn is identical

with the Gaussian curvature.}

Combining this result with (37), we have the Jacobi-Bonnet J theorem :

On a surface of negative curvature a given point has no conjugate point on

the geodesies which pass through it.

*Bolza, loo. cit., pp. 129, 146.

t Scheffees, Anwendung der Differential- und Integral-Rechnung auf Geometrie, vol. 2, p. 503.

ÍComptes Rendus, vol. 40 (1855), p. 1311 ; vol. 41 (1855), p. 32.    Jacobi, Gesammelte

Werke, supplementary volume, p. 46.
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c)  Computation of F0.

For the computation of F0 we assume a system of isometric coordinates ; i. e.,

F=YS(x/i+y'2)

and substitute this value of F in (34). Since (34) is an invariant under param-

eter transformation, we may then choose as the parameter t, the arc s of the

curve which makes F = 1.    It will be found that

fqOA                                     JT -       S'x + Sw -L S*+ S*      _ —
{ÓV> aû-2s2     +    2á3    _ 2 S2 '

In the case of the geodesies the absolute invariant F0 has the value

where 1/p is the Gaussian curvature* of the surface at the point (x, y) and

1 ¡p is the geodesic curvature f at the same point.

*Scheffebs, loo. oit., vol. 2, p. 499.

tCf. ?16<0, above.


